Prague

20 December 2021

PPF Group & Home Credit Satisfied with MONETA Shareholders’
Approval to Combine MONETA with Air Bank
PPF Group and its subsidiary Home Credit announced today that they welcome
the approval to combine MONETA Money Bank with Air Bank and its affiliates.
The combination is a step towards our goal of creating a strong and digitally
focused domestic banking group capable of competing with Czech market
leaders and generating long-term value for its shareholders.
“Together with other Moneta shareholders, we can write a new chapter in the history
of Czech banking,” said Jean-Pascal Duvieusart, PPF Group shareholder
and Home Credit CEO. “I see Moneta and Air Bank Group as highly complementary
businesses. The combination is a unique opportunity to bring together the best of
both banks, that will drive innovation, deliver best-in-class customer services
and offer new products on a scale not seen before in the Czech market.”
The combined Air Bank and MONETA entities will create the Czech Republic’s thirdlargest bank by clients and be number one in terms of share of consumer finance.
PPF Group remains committed to keeping the combined bank traded on the Prague
Stock Exchange.
The closing of the transaction is subject to approvals by regulatory bodies on the EU
level (the European Commission), and national levels (the Czech National Bank –
CNB, and Národná banka Slovenska – NBS).
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Notes for Editors
PPF Group operates in 25 countries, investing in multiple sectors, including financial
services, telecommunications, media, biotechnology, real estate, and engineering. PPF
Group’s reach spans from Europe to North America and across Asia. The Group owns assets
to the value of EUR 40.3 billion and employs 80,000 people globally (30 June 2021).
About Home Credit
Founded in 1997, Home Credit is a global consumer finance provider with operations in nine
countries of Central and Eastern Europe, the Commonwealth of Independent States and
Southeast, as well as India and China. The company headquartered in Prague, Czech
Republic, offers non-collateralized, purpose-driven loans, cash loans and revolving lending
products both online and in partnering retail shops. It drives and broadens financial inclusion
for unbanked populations and encourages economic development through supporting
domestic consumption.
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